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IMPROVE YOUR TRADING SKILL WITH LOG BOOK (6" X
9" - Customized Interior - 120 Pages) Log in all your trades to
see more successes and watch how your skill improves over
your trading career! Most successful traders shared that their
successes are built on regularly writing and studying their
own trading log. It will help you to identify a certain success
patterns, and hence to an improved results. A trading log will
help to refine and reinforce your way of trading and
strengthen your trading psychology. A good trader will follow
strict trading rules and continuously study his trading notes to
fine tune his trading strategies. Our trading book includes
section: Trading Rules Entry Details Indicators applied
Charting space Learning and observation, and more! Get one
today and improve your trading skills now!
The true story of a 100% mechanical Forex* trading system
that returned over 1000% inside 13 months taking a starting
bank of 10,000 GBP to over 100,000 GBP The title of the
book is a bold one. To be the ultimate 'Holy Grail' trading
system it would have the ability to automatically trade and
have zero discretion. In short, a 100% mechanical system in
which the person trading with it does not matter, the result will
be the same. It would be a currency trading system that does
not care if you are having a bad day, are on holiday or if you
have had an argument with your partner in the last hour. The
entries, exits, trailing stops and money management must
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switch it on and wait. The forum boards of the internet are full
of people searching for this ultimate trading system.
Thousands of traders every day search, test and simulate for
hours looking for this 'golden egg' laying goose. Most believe
that it does not exist nor ever has. This book is here to prove
to you that such a system did exist and was discovered by a
few home based traders just like you. It can be found again.
Here is my question to you. "What would you really do if you
found such a system?" One that worked month after month?
One that proved itself not just for weeks or months, but for
years How much would you risk? How would you trade it?
How would your emotions handle such a guaranteed'
system? Well, Not only does this trading book tell the story of
how the trading system was built, it also gives you the full
trading system and strategy, free and clear for the very first
time. The actual Forex trading methodology has remained a
closely guarded secret for over 10 years! Nothing is held
back, you will discover.. Trade by trade entry levels Trading
timeframes Trade exit levels Optimum money management
strategy Trailing stop settings Full results and account
screenshots Could you be the next trader to find a Holy Grail
system? The clues are all here. You Will Discover... What
changes you should be wary of when trading your system
and strategy What happens to your mind when all of your
hard work comes together What happens to your mind when
everything looks wrong The true reason for a system failing
(hint: it mostly isn't the system) Their personal story unfolds
within these pages, step by step and month by month,
demonstrating how their discovery changed them forever.
With full disclosure for the very first time this book shows
every trade, every change, every high and every low of a
Forex trading system called simply 'Grail' Who Should Buy
This Book? System traders System developers Home based
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financial markets. "An essential read for any student of the
financial markets and a great insight into Forex trading" Mike
- UK "What can I say - a superb story encompassing greed,
ambition, analytical thinking and sheer chutzpah. The lessons
to be learned here are invaluable" Simon - UK
Trading Summit is about professional, modern trading
strategies and methods. The book will definitely help you to
find your personal niche of profitable day and online trading. It
covers some critical topics such as: - Solid, proven rules to
hunt winning trades by market-driven technical analysis - A
super trading strategy that equally makes profit on currency
and forex trading, gold, crude oil, CFD indices etc. - How
enter winning trades combining patterns, moving average,
volume and price action trading - Know about and trade
instruments which make you three times more profit than
EUR/USD! - A smart way to double your trading income with
no extra effort - Laser target your trades using market
opening time and 1H volume - Inter-market trading methods
as Holy Grail of online and day trading - And many other
exciting topics This book has honestly condensed more than
a decade of professional trading and is expected to
systematically lead you to the summit of trading in a very
natural, commonsense way.
If you want to learn the secrets of Forex market and start to
build confidence with the strategies to make money online,
then keep reading….. The topics covered will help you
understand how the market works, even if you have basic
knowledge or no knowledge in this area. Even if you have
never tried to invest with trading and if you are not familiar
with charts, tables, and financial instruments, don't be afraid!
Take this course and you can start trading successfully right
away. And even if you're a beginner, you'll find sections
dedicated to money management. If you want to learn more
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package consists of 3 books: Forex Trading, where you will
find: -An overview of how the Forex market works and
deepens the various aspects of it. -The best Forex trading
strategies -How to choose the right broker -How to have an
appropriate risk management Swing Trading Strategies,
where you learn: -what is swing trading and its characteristics
-The best strategies and techniques - The use of technical
analysis in the decision making process -How to identify
various charts, trends, and benchmarks to help you enter and
exit the market. -How to manage your money in the
marketplace Swing Trading options, where you learn: -How
the market works and what are the objectives of Swing
Trading -The best strategies and how to put them into
practice with call and put - What factors affect option prices
and how to negotiate options -What is Risk Management and
how to overcome it to minimize losses and maximize profits.
This guide is suitable for both beginners and those who
already have some experience in the financial markets and
even if you have never seen a chart in your life, you can
quickly learn how to trade in forex. Scroll to the top of the
page and click the buy now button. Do you want to learn the
secrets of Forex market and start to build confidence with the
strategies to make money online? Then this book is for you.
Grab your copy now!
NEW EDITION! (October 2018). The proven system of
trade--based on Structural Target Patterns (ST
Patterns)--presented in this book is able to bring a monthly
profit equal to 100% or more (on average) of the deposit
amount. To be successful in today's Forex, Futures, Indices,
Commodities and other liquid markets, most of the knowledge
and trading techniques accumulated over the last two
centuries are not needed at all. The technical portion of a
profitable trading system only needs to include the ST
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movements by using target models gives traders clear and
unambiguous signals regarding their actions in the present
moment. The graphic figures presented here build upon each
other iteratively to create a clear picture of market conditions.
Unlike the claims of the most popular technical and
fundamental analysis methods, the trading system in this
book does not predict market behavior. I no longer need any
predictions about prices because their movements have
become obvious to me. Following the ST Patterns strategy,
managing trading positions becomes simple. It took me many
years to establish and improve this trading system, and now it
is ready to be used by you. I believe that, at the very least,
this book can save traders' time and money. You can spend a
whole lifetime in search of the Holy Grail, but it is possible to
solve the problems associated with trading in just a few days.
The present determines the future! Opportunities to use ST
patterns are included in the free preview of the first pages of
this book and on my website. Note: This book (ISBN:
1719859833) is with black & white interior. You can also buy
a book (ISBN: 1719837384) with a color interior.The month
following the book's «Trading Code is Open» publication
perfectly demonstrated the possibilities of using the trading
system and showed how almost half of the ST Patterns
published in this book operate in practice. The technical
analysis presented in «Forex Strategy: ST Patterns Trading
Manual, EUR/USD Chart Analysis Step by Step, 300% for
One Month» book, based on accurate calculations, will help
traders consolidate the acquired knowledge, and to increase
their own skills with Structural Target Patterns. The study of
the GBP/USD pair will help readers understand the
importance of determining periods of market uncertainty in a
timely fashion. To demonstrate the flexibility of the strategy
settings and the formation of short-term uncertainty periods,
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working day on May 31. For nine hours of work, the result
was approximately + 82% of the initial deposit.
If you want to take advice on protecting your investments and
enlarging your equity by being wiser than others, then this is
the right book for you. This book was designed as a collection
of trading tips as an introduction to FOREX TRADING FOR
BEGINNERS. What Will You Get By Reading This Book You Are Going To Learn Something That Other Teachers
Won'T Tell You. - Many Practical Examples. - Gain Practical
Advice To Avoid Mistakes That Could Cost You A Lot. - You
Will Learn How To Use Your Intellect To Make Money. Not
Your Instincts. - What Is The Holy Grail Of Trading? - You Are
Going To Discover A Completely New World. - All Of These
And Much, Much More From The Insiders Mouth.
'An Introduction to Forex Trading - A Guide for Beginners' is a
great reference book for anyone wanting to learn to trade the
Forex (Foreign Exchange) Markets. It introduces a wide
range of Forex trading topics, and condenses a wealth of
trading knowledge into relatively short, easy to read sections.
Includes useful examples, ideas and trading strategies. The
book has been written with novice traders in mind, but would
equally be ideal for anyone who has recently started trading
and would like to increase their trading knowledge. Topics
covered include: Forex Essentials; Analysing the Forex
Market; Forex Charts; Technical Trading Techniques;
Common Chart Patterns; Moving Averages; Indicators &
Oscillators; Fibonacci; Trading Cycles; Advanced Chart
Patterns; Time-frames; Trading Strategy; Carry Trades; and,
Trading Systems. 'A great reference tool for anyone wanting
to learn how to trade the Forex Markets' 'Just the right
amount of information to get anyone started with Forex
trading' 'A really useful Forex guide'
The best investment strategy, for FOREX, stocks, binary
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money in the stock market with this strategy of 90%
successes tested for more than 10 years by a trader or
professional investor 100% profitable guaranteed. The
difficulty is something that can be overcome, and win!
TWO F*CKING RULES TO TRADING SUCCESS (6" X 9" Customized Interior - 120 Pages) Log your all trades to see
more success! Most successful traders shared this tips that
by regularly writing and studying your trading log, it will help
you to identify a certain success patterns, and hence to an
improved results. A trading log will help to refine and reinforce
your way of trading and strengthen your trading psychology.
A good trader will follow strict trading rules and continuously
study his trading notes to fine tune his trading strategies. Our
trading book includes section: Trading Rules Entry Details
Indicators applied Learning and observation, and more! Get
one today and improve your trading skills now!
Discover Your Own Trading Holy Grail System Through
Maintaining a Log Book (6" X 9" - Customized Interior - 120
Pages) Log your all trades to see more success! Most
successful traders shared this tips that by regularly writing
and studying your trading log, it will help you to identify a
certain success patterns, and hence to an improved results. A
trading log will help to refine and reinforce your way of trading
and strengthen your trading psychology. A good trader will
follow strict trading rules and continuously study his trading
notes to fine tune his trading strategies. Our trading book
includes section: Trading Rules Entry Details Indicators
applied Learning and observation, and more! Get one today
and improve your trading skills now!
Those who talk don't know and those who know don't talk.If
you're looking to really know how to trade The Camarilla
Equation this book is for you.The Camarilla Equation has
attained that unique place in the trading annals: almost
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talk about it.Here are some of the questions answered in this
book: What on earth is the Camarilla Equation? Is it true that
it works in any market? How exactly does one trade with the
Camarilla Equation? How does it really perform trading
stocks? Indices? The Forex? Gold and silver? This book
reveals the answer to all these questions and then some. It
also provides you with a trading blueprint that you can use to
immediately enhance your trading results.The author ofThe
Mysterious Camarilla Equation: Trader's Holy Grail Decoded
has over 25 years of trading experience, has held executive
positions in several corporations and has taught courses in
finance, accounting and real estate. He has written this book
in an easy and understandable way that does not require you
to have prior math or trading knowledge.The Kindle version of
this book is periodically updated to reflect new market data.
You receive these updates automatically and at no extra
charge.It's as if you were subscribing to a trading newsletter
but without paying the premium cost! Buyers of the print
version receive the Kindle version for free.GET THIS BOOK
RIGHT NOW AND START TRADING WITH THE
CAMARILLA EQUATION TO INCREASE YOUR TRADING
RETURNS!What readers say:“Books like these- I consider
hidden gems. Not many people know about it, but it definitely
is a fantastic read. I admire how knowledgeable the author is
in writing this book. He answers a ton of questions that I've
had for a long, long time regarding the Camarilla Equationit's as if he was reading my mind. I highly recommend it for
you traders out there!”- JP“Excellent book. Straight to the
point and clear. Contains all the information and data to use
the Camarilla Equation. ” -Martinez“I will recommend this
book to all my colleagues.” - Prosper T.“I really loved this
book... It kept me thinking and my brain working all the way
through it.... I love books that have to do with numbers and I
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well written and is very interesting with lots of facts that I
never knew about... I love how it's broken down and made so
anyone can understand and that you don't have to be a math
genius to read it... Looking forward to reading more great
books from the author...” - Amazon Customer 360“Finally a
readable book about the camarilla pivot points. Also includes
lots of testing results. For serious traders.” -Leonel Trachu
What you can learn in Forex Trading using the End of Day
Method will fast track your knowledge of what you need to
know to get started trading Forex. You can perhaps go from
knowing 0 to trading and making real money in the live
markets in as little as 30 days to a couple of months if you do
what it says in this book and only look at daily charts to trade
from. This time frame is not etched in stone but it is the
easiest to learn as a beginner and may well take you less or
more time depending on how fast you grasp the basic
principles of this book and how fast you can employ them in a
live market environment. Forex Trading using the End of Day
Method is for brand new traders and investors who want to
get into Forex trading and investing who have no experience
that need broad basic knowledge and want to learn to do it
the right way the first time so they can have a high probability
of making money immediately in the live markets trading and
investing real money. If you are thinking that trading and
investing in the live Forex market with your hard earned real
money is going to be easy and you are going to make millions
of dollars doing it you are in for a rude and very expensive
awakening. Don't get me wrong you can and will make some
money every day in the live markets perhaps LOTS OF IT if
you do what it says in Forex Trading using the End of Day
Method. Nothing in the market is guaranteed, it's about
putting all the probabilities of having a positive outcome as a
market participant in your favor that helps you win, let’s start
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Just a decade ago, the Foreign Exchange was a market
reserved for a select few. Now, anyone can actively
trade in this profitable market—even those with no formal
financial education. Enter James Dicks, a leading
FOREX expert and educator who cut his teeth in this
burgeoning market and wants to share his years of
experienced wisdom with you. FOREX Trading Secrets
is a one-stop sourcebook packed with everything a
trader needs to quick-start success in a 24-hour market.
In addition to covering every fundamental aspect of the
FOREX, this hands-on guide provides hard-won tools
and strategies from a seasoned trader, who helps you
minimize your exposure to the inherent risk in this unique
market. A useful volume you’ll turn to again and again,
FOREX Trading Secrets features specific examples of
proven trading strategies working in the real world, a
simple and profitable technique for money management,
and confidence-building skills for creating your own
source of income. If you have never traded the FOREX
before, FOREX Trading Secrets is the place to start. It
covers the essential basics, including all major currency
pairs, the mechanics of trading, how to place a trade,
and deciding what type of trader you are. Experienced
traders gain expert insight into the fundamentals, as well
as such advanced topics as creating a successful trading
plan,managing risk, mastering your emotions, and
building your portfolio. You will benefit from An insider’s
clarification of the Carry Trade Seeing technical
indicators and patterns through a master’s eyes The
secrets to FOREX diversification A detailed explanation
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Ten Commandments There is no holy grail of FOREX
trading, but with FOREX Trading Secrets, all you need is
practice to build a powerful trading toolbox for wealth
security in the world’s biggest financial market.
This currency trading book provides readers with real,
practical information on how to trade the foreign
exchange market effectively. It begins by covering
introductory information on the forex market, including
basic trading mechanics and the benefits of forex
trading, and then goes on to describe specific currency
trading methods and skills in step-by-step detail. This
includes highly practical information on technical and
fundamental analysis, risk and money management, and
powerful forex trading strategies. These strategies have
proven extremely effective in helping traders play the
forex game to win. JAMES CHEN, CTA, CMT (Montville,
NJ) is Chief Technical Strategist at FX Solutions, a
leading foreign exchange broker. An expert on forex
trading and technical analysis, he is also a registered
Commodity Trading Advisor (CTA) and a Chartered
Market Technician (CMT). Mr. Chen writes daily currency
analysis, leads forex trading seminars, and has authored
numerous articles on currency trading strategy and
technical analysis for major financial publications. These
include Forbes.com, Futures Magazine, Technical
Analysis of Stocks and Commodities Magazine, and
Stocks, Futures and Options (SFO) Magazine.
The holy grail of tradingMany traders are looking for the
holy grail of trading, but can't find it. They search in the
wrong direction or too far away. They under estimate the
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this holy grail in themselves.“We need to learn to think
and act differently, create a new 'mind set', one which
often goes against our nature. Before you can achieve
this you have a long way to go. This book will help
you.”The holy grail of trading is all about the mindset you
need to be succesful in trading. It shows you how to
achieve great results by working on yourself. And it tells
you how you do that. This book has allready saved many
Dutch traders, lots of money.“Traders and investors,
who add loss to loss, have to start looking at themselves,
and not at the volatility of the markets. Many of the
pitfalls are retraceable to emotional trading, which can
leave massive holes in a trader's portfolio.According to
the writers of The Holy Grail of Trading only 20% of
trading is knowledge, the other 80% is in your head. This
is also the most important message of the book. Trading
requires behaviour which goes against your intuition.
This is why the many pitfalls to the traders are
discussed. The fear to lose, getting out of a transaction
to early, ignore their earlier decisions or trade too often.
Many traders will sadly recognise themselves in
this.”-De Financiële Telegraaf, the Netherlands, 6
October 2012With the publication of this book, the
website theholygrailoftrading.com was launched. On this
website traders can do several tests to test their
discipline, emotion and mindset.
The quest for the Holy Grail in Forex is a metaphorical
journey in financial analysis applied to the currencies'
market. Much like the Templar knights sought the Holy
Grail over the centuries, the author guides the trader
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underpin profit in the currency trading. Some of the main
tools in classic financial analysis are here analyzed in
depth, clarifying which of them actually work in the
current markets, and reaching the conclusion that
common technical indicators alone are not enough to
take a trader to the Holy Grail of financial success. To
help the reader develop a firm grasp on currency trading
analyses and be consistently profitable over time, the
author will explore how to understand the moves of the
big players and how to follow them. The author suggests
15 golden rules that can be used as a guide in the
arduous search for the Holy Grail in forex. A new
approach to the financial analysis. A quest for truths
hidden to most; a different approach to the classic
technical analysis. Reading and mastering the contents
of this book, a knowledgeable trader will learn not to rely
on now obsolete technical analysis indicators or to lean
on the advice of the most diverse experts, but to adopt a
holistic approach, and become able to assess what really
moves the markets, how the balance of powers between
the currencies works and fluctuates at any given
moment. Ad Maiora.
If you are fed up with trading systems that promise the
earth and fail to deliver then The 10XROI Trading
System will not disappoint. The leading foreign exchange
broker conducted a study that found that winning traders
had something in common. Their wins were much larger
than their losses. Many trading systems are designed to
have lots of wins but that doesn't make them profitable,
they just appeal to the Holy Grail seeker who is looking
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probability system that gives a very large risk reward
ratio like The 10XROI Trading system, you will
automatically have a much higher chance of actually
making a profit in the Forex markets. Written by a trader
with over eight years' experience in trading foreign
currencies, this book is written in an easy to comprehend
style with lots of illustrations and trading examples to
help clarify each part of the system. The system is
simple and easy to follow and takes up a very small
amount of time as it uses the daily and hourly time
frames. This makes it easy to trade around most jobs.
Most importantly it explains every part of the system
including the correct trading psychology and money
management which most systems leave out. This is a
typical review from a student. "I recommend the "10XROI
Trading System" book for novice traders & experienced
traders. This is a forex system combined with perfect
money management that makes it incredible. This is a
must book for every forex trader." Bankim Vaidya
Get FOUR Great Forex Trading Books in This Forex
Trading Book Bundle Special Bonus - Complementary
Forex Trading Video Course - 100% Free! Isn't it time
that you learned how to trade Forex from a real Forex
trader? If so, then this Forex trading book bundle is for
you. Now you can get four of Cedric Telstine's bestselling Forex trading books and start learning to trade
Forex today. Here are the books included in this
information-packed bundle: Book #1 – FOREX
TRADING TIPS - contains carefully selected, timetested, real-world Forex trading tips/rules/guidelines
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the world. One of the most effective ways to become
successful in any endeavor is to “model” yourself after
those who are already successful. The
tips/rules/guidelines in Forex Trading Tips will not only
help to get you on the right path to successful Forex
trading, but help to keep you on the right path. These
useful tips are arranged based on a variety of Forex
trading topics for your quick and easy reference. Book #2
– FOREX TRADING FOR BEGINNERS - An incredible
opportunity to profit in the Forex market awaits you. If
you've never traded Forex before or have traded Forex
unsuccessfully, then "Forex Trading for Beginners" is for
you. Whether your goal is to trade Forex as a hobby,
trading part-time for extra income, or trading for a living
you will find useful information to help you reach your
Forex trading goals. Book #3 – FOREX TRADING
STRATEGIES - Learn To Trade Successfully With Price
Action Forex Trading Strategies. A proven Forex trading
strategy allows a trader to stay focused and profit in the
market. Every successful trader uses trading strategies
and you should too. Price action trading strategies are
some of the simplest and most effective ways to trade
Forex. In "Forex Trading Strategies" you will learn a
number of simple methods for trading price action. These
strategies are clearly illustrated with the use of over 50
full-color Forex trading charts. Book #4 – TECHNICAL
ANALYSIS - Learn The Power of Using Simple Technical
Analysis Techniques. Although the phrase “technical
analysis” may sound complex it really doesn’t have to
be. Technical analysis is a market analysis technique
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institutions the world over to analyze markets to find
opportunities to profit. You Can Read this book on your
PC, Mac, Tablet, and even your SmartPhone! Download
this informative Forex trading book now and start to
improve your Forex trading today! Buy Your Copy Today
and Get Free Access To The "Forex Trading Tips" Forex
Trading Video Course!

IMPROVE YOUR TRADING SKILL WITH LOG
BOOK (6" X 9" - Customized Interior - 120 Pages)
Log in all your trades to see more successes and
watch how your skill improves over your trading
career Most successful traders shared that their
successes are built on regularly writing and studying
their own trading log. It will help you to identify a
certain success patterns, and hence to an improved
results. A trading log will help to refine and reinforce
your way of trading and strengthen your trading
psychology. A good trader will follow strict trading
rules and continuously study his trading notes to fine
tune his trading strategies. Our trading book includes
section: Trading Rules Entry Details Indicators
applied Charting space Learning and observation,
and more Get one today and improve your trading
skills now
IF, the trader could only find that one "special thing"
then their accounts could achieve amazing returns.
Some call this "special thing" the holy grail, others
say there is no such thing as the holy grail. Others
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"system" or "methodology" or "pattern" or a myriad of
other things that although aren't the "holy grail" at
least contain keys to the holy grail, and if only they
could find the right combination of these special keys
then their life would be set for themselves and for
generations to come. Most traders or wannabe
traders have purchased several dozen books, and
have their computer monitor(s) filled with fancy lines,
charts, graphs, vivid colors, flashing and beeping
signals. In addition to periodicals, newspapers,
website favorites, television news channels, mobile
telephone apps, and a plethora of other "doodads" to
keep them up to date and "educated" and informed
as to their "portfolio performance." Other traders who
"think" they're serious, and want to impress their
friends and family have the latest computers with
multiple duplexed computer monitors with the
absolute fastest processors and video cards and
lighting fast internet connections. With the thought
that one millisecond of delay will make them "miss
the boat" on their whiz bang "special key" to the
"holy grail" of promised and back tested trading
riches. Well, if you are looking for another book that
will help promote ANY of these above ideas, you
definitely have the WRONG book in your hands right
now. I have been down THAT path for over 20 years,
and I am here to tell you right here, and right now,
THAT DOG WON'T HUNT!! You are wasting your
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"feeding the monster" that the financial media has
created and designed to perform that task. They are
masters at their game, and you have been a loyal
puppet to the puppet masters. What you have in
your hands, right here, and right now, will change the
way you look at trading/ investing for the rest of your
life. I guarantee it!! With this book, your trading
profits will SOAR. Your stress level will become NONEXISTENT, annualized double digit returns will
become MONTHLY double digit returns with much
lower risk than you ever thought possible, with no
need for all of the "fancy stuff." What I will introduce
you to in this book, is how to change your paradigm
about trading and investing, and by doing so, your
trading profits will SOAR. You will find out that
everything you THOUGHT you knew was really what
you were TAUGHT to learn, rather than what was a
REAL way to make money from the financial
markets. Who do you think TAUGHT you these
things, other than the very people/companies that
were intentionally conceived to methodically strip
you of your precious trading capital? If after reading
this book, if you do not 100% believe within your
heart of hearts, that I have tapped into the ACTUAL
holy grail of trading, then I will gladly refund 100% of
your purchase price for this precious piece of
information that you have in your hands right this
moment. I will show you, without a shadow of doubt,
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your bottom line performance and enhance your
portfolio. If it doesn't then simply ask for a full refund,
and it will be granted, NO QUESTIONS ASKED. I
KNOW without a shadow of a doubt, that this
method has worked, will work, and will ALWAYS
work, because IT HAS TO WORK. There are basic
business principles that will always work no matter
what. Did you hear that? They work, NO MATTER
WHAT!!
Read this Joseph Quattrini book on your PC, Mac,
smart phone, tablet or digital device or in paperback.
If you need to learn the trading business from the
ground up then How to Trade Futures Stocks and
Forex without Indicators is definitely a good starting
point for you. I encourage you to read it as many
times as it takes for it to become clear to you as to
what you do and do not need to learn to be
successful in this business from the start. There are
no money back guarantees in the financial markets
and you must know the right information from the
start to have a chance of becoming consistently
profitable and financially successful. Most brand new
traders spend many many hours looking for that
magical combination of indicators that will reveal the
"Holy grail" of winning trading strategies. They
should instead be spending their time on learning
what makes the market actually work which is supply
and demand. This short book tells you how to invest
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and trade right from the beginning of your career
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without the use of any indicators and tells you why
you don't need them. The professional advice I give
you in this book will empower you to have
confidence and zero fear of going in the live markets
and accurately initiating a low risk high reward
position with which you can have a high probability
outcome from being a live market participant and do
it while not using any indicators on your trading
charts. Becoming a successful self-directed investor
and trader is not nearly as difficult as one would
think as long as they have the proper education and
proper knowledge base right from day one, it takes a
while but you can do it!
An accessible guide to trading the fast-moving
foreign exchange market The foreign exchange
market, or forex, was once dominated by global
banks, hedge funds, and multinational corporations,
but that has all changed with Internet technology and
the advent of online forex brokers. Now, hundreds of
thousands of traders and investors around the world
can participate in this profitable field. Written by forex
expert Kathy Lien, The Little Book of Currency
Trading will show you how to effectively invest and
trade in today's biggest market. Page by page, she
describes the multitude of opportunities possible in
the forex market, from short-term price swings to
long-term trends, and details practical products that
can help you achieve success, such as currencyPage 20/29
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based ETFs. Explains the forces that drive
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currencies and provides strategies to profit from
them Reveals how you can use various currencies to
reduce risk and take advantage of global trends
Examines financial vehicles that can help you make
money without having to monitor the market every
day The Little Book of Currency Trading opens the
world of currency trading and investing to anyone
interested in entering this dynamic arena.
I hope you sitting down, cause I am laughing on the
floor at the notion of hearing, one more little talk abut
"the Forex Indicators, and how you can be the next
Forex Millionaire using such and such crossing lines"
See, the reason there are winners and losers in life
and Forex as well, is some can see deception
coming from a 100 miles away and some refuse to
look at the truth. See, I was taken for a sucker, and
was brought on a rollercoaster of books, trainings,
Forex education like there is no tomorrow... But it
took me nearly 3 years, to wake up from the magic
little cozy balloon of guru's webinars and the next Big
Talking head. During this time of course, I was
spending thousands of dollars on books and Forex
Robots and all kind of crap...you know what I am
talking about. My family and friends, thought I have
lost my mind, spending all this time in front of the
screen(you may recognize yourself here) and
looking at "stupid charts" I kind of had become the
laughing stock of the company " Look, the Forex
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Head is Alive" Eventually it got so bad, that I lost all
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interest in trading and was ready to quit... One
afternoon, I overheard a conversation while at the
golf course...yeah I am a snooper. There were two
guys, sipping on something that came with a "small
umbrella on top" and one of them was saying
something so impressive, that made my ears
become as big as an elevator shaft. The guys were
speaking of a stock trader, turn to be a Forex trader,
that was raking in the vicinity of 20 to 30k a month,
from his house computer, doing it with couple trades
a month. Listen to this, the guy was not a screen
struck maniac like myself, he was not some kind of
national television speaker, it turned out he was a
member of the same golf club, I was a member too.
Now, you can imagine my excitement and hopes
came up, I was determined to meet this guy and
squeeze every once of knowledge out of him...
However, there was a big problem, that trader, I will
call him trader X, for familiar reasons, did not go to
the bars, was not in the social networks, and was not
holding any training and educational courses on
"how to be the next forex millionaire." He was quietly
running the Forex Cash machine of his, had a large
family and was spending time in his huge house.
Now, I came in with a plan, where I would meet
Trader X at one of the Club Events...you know those
fund raiser things, Trader X was known for one thing,
dumping a large sums of money on different causes
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that he cared about. I was able to talk Trader X in to
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giving me a half hour short consult. At the end I
offered trader X to pay him for his services, and
that's where my frustration became full, Trader X
was not for sale. It didn't matter what I
offered...whatever that was, it was all I had, he would
not chime in to my idea of training me. Finally after
much bugging him, he gave in and we started a
regular weekly meetings, but he refused to get any
money. He was saying..."Boy you are my fun today,
all that trading is too boring and makes me sad." I
was like, "K, if it is that boring, make me sad too" you
know, let the stashes of cash come down. Eventually
I moved to a different city and never heard of Trade
X again. What I am about to reveal in this book is the
real dirty truth about Forex and how you too can be
the next Trader X. Forex trading is not all it is
cracked up to be, the real winners are not your daily
gurus, I will teach you everything that Trader X
Taught me and more. You have a choice, keep
going in circles, looking for the Holy Grail of Froex,
or move your fingers, make a few mouse clicks and
meet me on the other side. Take a click of faith! See
you on the other side!
Those who talk don't know and those who know
don't talk.The Camarilla Equation has attained that
unique place in the trading annals: almost everyone
has heard of it but few are willing to talk about it. What is the Camarilla Equation? - Where did it come
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from? - Is it true that it works in any market?- What is
Strategy
its real trading performance?- Can I trade Forex with
the Camarilla Equation?- Can I trade stocks with the
Camarilla Equation?- Can I trade indexes with the
Camarilla Equation?- Can I trade commodities with
the Camarilla Equation?- How exactly does one
trade with it?Start reading this book now, get the
answers to these questions and increase your
trading returns.
Praise for ADVENTURES of a CURRENCY TRADER "A truly
easy, unique, and enjoyable read! Rob has done it once
again to teach us in the funniest way possible how not to
make the most common trading mistakes. If you are tired of
reading how-to books, this is perfect for you. I highly
recommend this book to all traders. Everyone will learn
something about themselves by reading this book." —Kathy
Lien, author, Day Trading the Currency Market, and Chief
Strategist, www.dailyfx.com "Adventures of a Currency
Trader is a must read for anyone who has ever traded or is
thinking about trading in the Forex markets. Rob Booker has
a unique way of taking years of market knowledge and
transforming it into an educational and entertaining
experience. It has quickly become a cult classic in my trading
library!" —H. Jack Bouroudjian, Principal, Brewer Investment
Group "Brilliant! Rob's humor and humanity shine through in
this parable about trading and life. Filled with wisdom and wit,
it's an exhilarating rollercoaster ride through the peaks and
valleys of the learning curve, with many valuable lessons
learned along the way." —Ed Ponsi, President,
FXEducator.com "Rob's fable of everyman 'Harry Banes' is
destined to become a trading classic. This is both the missing
piece and the foundation that comes before the strategies
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Grail begins and
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ends in the heart and mind. The journey is authentic and real
and if you're willing to take it with Rob, you will be rewarded in
the end. Seldom has psychology and wisdom been so
entertaining!" —Raghee Horner, trader and author of Forex
Trading for Maximum Profit and Days of Forex Trading "In a
series of insightful and entertaining vignettes, Rob Booker
teaches both the novice and the experienced trader some
hard won truths about the currency market. It's a must read
book written by a guy who survived the trenches and went on
to prosper in the biggest and most competitive financial
market in the world." —Boris Schlossberg, Senior Currency
Strategist, Forex Capital Markets LLC, and author of
Technical Analysis of the Currency Market
Forex trading for beginners is a detailed and a complete
guide for beginners who desire to gain mastery in the
financial market. There are of course many books about forex
trading, but what is different about this book is the concise
and detailed information you will get from it, teaching you
both the fundamental aspect and the technical aspect of
trading. Do you know why 95% of retail traders are not
successful in forex trading, well this is a question most
beginners wont be able to answer. Most retail traders come
into the industry looking for the 'HOLY GRAIL' strategy
thinking trading is as easy as they say and they end up losing
tons of money. Most of this retail traders are unsuccessful
due to they lack the foundation in forex trading. Trading is as
easy as it is, there is no need complicating it. Another reason
why this retail traders are not successful is because they lack
the understanding of RISK, MONEY MANAGEMENT and
POSITION SIZING in relation to trading capital. All this are
covered in the book. What i love about this book is the
strategy i would be given to you which works 86% of the time.
Enjoy the book
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on Fractal
Corridors is
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able to bring a monthly result equal to ]100% or more of the
deposit amount. The ST Trading Strategy is also profitable in
the Forex, Futures, Indices, Commodities and other liquid
markets. The technical portion of a profitable trading system
only needs to include the Structural Target Patterns Strategy.
Unlike the claims of the most popular technical and
fundamental analysis methods, the trading system in this
book does not predict market behavior. This method of
assessing market movements by using Target models gives
traders clear and unambiguous signals regarding their actions
in the present moment. The graphic figures build upon each
other iteratively to create a clear picture of market conditions.
Following the ST Patterns, managing trading positions
becomes simple. It took me many years to establish and
improve this trading system, and now it is ready to be used by
you. You can spend a whole lifetime in search of the Holy
Grail, but it is possible to solve the problems associated with
trading in just a few days.
FOREX is the largest financial market in the world with daily
trading volume that can surpass 4 trillion dollars a day. This is
perhaps the single largest factor for why many try to tackle
this widely untapped means of investing. The countless
opportunities are too great to ignore, which lead the majority
to try this exciting market only to be left tasting their own
defeat. Many of these aspiring traders jump into this market
without a plan and usually fall subject to the psychological
failures of trading: fear and greed. In this book you are
expected to learn the following:* The ends and outs of trading
the Forex and how to succeed* How professional traders
overcome fear and greed utilizing atrading plan that focuses
on probability and calculated risk* Specific scalping strategies
that focus on precise entry andflexible exit points* The
importance of predefined risk to reward ratios* And much
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can be extremely
exciting and
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profitable but it requires a trading plan that balances risk and
reward. Trading the Forex without a plan is like sky diving
with a defective parachute, chances of survival are slim. This
book will help uncover highly probable trading methodologies
and tactic for creating an edge in trading the Forex.
This book is a must-read for every serious aspiring brand new
self-directed day trader. It gives you the first basic information
as to what you need to know to become consistently
profitable. This could be the most important book on trading
you’ll ever read. If you are curious about self-directed day
trading but have little or no background in investment theory,
this book is a great first step. Don’t make it the 10th book you
buy make it the first! While there are many online day trading
articles for beginners, nothing beats a well-organized and
concise book for some structure to kick-start your learning.
Working your way through a day trading book for beginners is
the best way to get started fast. The aim of this book is to
simplify information for beginners. It is more informational
than instructional. It is a series of introductions to every day
trading topics need by all brand new investors and traders.
Taking the first step is crucial for any form of success in any
field. Self-directed day trading has very low barriers to entry.
Anyone can start to learn day trading. The question is: Are
you learning day trading effectively? With this book as your
guide, you will learn enough to decide if you want to day
trade. Generally, the tone of the book is conversational and
makes it an easy read If learning self-directed day trading is
something you’re seriously considering doing I would
strongly urge you to read this entire book before doing
anything or buying any software. You should not even think
about capitalizing an account until you have thoroughly read
and understand what is written in this book as it will be some
of the most important information you will need to make a
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your life. Perhaps you are doing it for what you define as
success, wealth, or freedom. Maybe you are fed up with your
current job and “are done” as they say. It will be an exciting
journey, but first one must know that there is no magic
formula. It is important to spend the time and effort and do the
work. If you’re seriously committed to learn day trading, then
you must begin by putting aside all foolish unrealistic
expectations. Prepare yourself for a real trading education.
Here’s a process that I personally recommend. More people
are turning to self-directed day trading than ever before as a
way to take control of their financial destiny!
Special Bonus - Complementary Forex Trading Video Course
- 100% Free Successful Forex Traders Don’t Become
Successful By Accident Successful traders follow a tested
and proven set of rules which help them trade effectively. This
Forex book contains many time-tested Forex trading
tips/rules/guidelines gathered from numerous successful
traders from all over the world. One of the most effective
ways to become successful in any endeavor is to “model”
yourself after those who are already successful. The
tips/rules/guidelines will not only help to get you on the right
path to successful foreign exchange trading, but help to keep
you on the right path. These useful tips are arranged based
on a variety of Forex trading topics for your quick and easy
reference. This book was designed as a collection of trading
tips as an introduction to Forex trading for beginners. If you
are an experienced and successful trader then you are
already putting into practice the information found inside this
book. If you are new to trading Forex, however, there are
tips/rules/guidelines to help you in a number of different
areas. If you are interested in more in-depth coverage of
Forex trading, please check out my other more advanced
books in my Forex Trading Success series. Create A Simple
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plan, then you plan to fail". Included are some basic
guidelines to help you quickly create a basic Forex trading
plan. Forex Investing and Forex Day Trading - Whether you
are interested in longer-term investing or shorter-term trading
there are plenty of timely, useful trading tips for you. Forex
Demo Accounts- Did you know that using a Forex practice
account the wrong way can actually cost you money? There
is one tip in particular that can keep you from making the
rookie mistake that plagues almost every beginning trader.
The Lowdown On Forex Robots - Most people would never
buy a car without knowing how to test drive a car...yet people
buy and risk their hard-earned money with untested Forex
robots and trading systems every single day. Get the
lowdown on Forex robots and save yourself a lot of time,
money, and grief! Forex Basics - This section of the Forex
guide contains a wide variety of solid trading tips and serves
as an excellent reference....especially the section on trading
money management. Forex Myths - Some of the things you
will hear about Forex trading are just plain nonsense. Learn
about some common Forex myths that may already be
costing you money. Inside you will also find
tips/rules/guidelines ranging from tips on getting started in
Forex trading to tips on such important topics as Forex
trading strategies, Forex price action trading, technical
analysis and much, much more. You Can Read this book on
your PC, Mac, Tablet, and even your SmartPhone! Download
this informative Forex trading book now and start to improve
your Forex trading today! Buy Your Copy Today and Get Free
Access To The "Forex Trading Tips" Forex Trading Video
Course!
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